Writing a temporary guardianship letter (with Sample)

Legal Disclaimer: This information is intended for general guidance and reference only. WWOOF Canada recommends you seek legal counsel in your own country as needed.

This information was obtained from this website -> http://www.sample-resignation-letters.com/p381811-writing-a-temporary-guardianship-letter-with.cfm

It is becoming a normal practice for parents to give guardianship over their underage child to another individual. This is usually done in the event of a planned or emergency absence. This is a formal document that must follow specific legal steps to solidify its validity. These letters can be written for all types of reasons, like traveling on vacation, business trips, being in jail or whatever else would cause the parent to need to be absent from their parents. Most commonly they are used when the parent is out of the country or state on business, or a child needs to stay with a relative for a while.

Are These Letters Important?

The importance of these letters is it allows the mother or father to make sure their child is cared for properly in their absence. In fact, if a child is sick or needs medical attention, they will not be able to get the help they need without a notarized document such as this. Hospitals and clinics are increasingly picky about medical care of the minor. They usually will not treat unless a parent is present. This document can protect the child and the parent, allowing them to get the care they need. The letter needs to detail what the guardian can and cannot do. If it is a friend or relative, it is usually not a problem ironing out all the details. However, for the parent’s protection, you need to make sure the document has your best interests at heart.

Depending on the type of arrangement will greatly depend on the legalities and how formal the letter should be. If a child must live with a relative for an extended period of time, then the letter would need to be more formal in nature than those that just on vacation for a few days. Set the letter up just as you would any other letter with a block style format. However, you want to add a subject line that includes the child’s name and that this is a temporary guardianship agreement. In general, most of these letters are only for a six month period of time. Each state has laws for how long a letter like this is good for. Most say that anything over a six month period will require a different form of documentation.

Clearly Laid Out Terms

The first paragraph needs to have the terms laid out clearly. It should start with all the names of the parties involved. It needs to say the dates the guardianship starts and when it ends. The second paragraph needs to stay where the parents will be, as well as their contact information.
during their absence. Also, make sure to include the child's pediatricians name and the dentist. It is also not a bad idea to give a copy of this form to the child's doctors, and let them know what is going on.

**Sample Temporary Guardianship Letter**

William and Elizabeth Smith  
120 Jisco West Rd.  
Jackson, Ohio 45640

September 23, 2013

Kimberly and Jamie Harr  
98745 St. Rt. 149  
Rosemount, Ohio 45662

Re: Temporary Guardianship of Minor Child, Adreauna Smith

From September 23, 2013 till September 30, 2013, William and Elizabeth Smith give temporary custody of their daughter, Adreauna Ford, to Jamie and Kimberly Harr. This Temporary Guardianship Letter will serve as a legal and binding document that will allow them to obtain medical treatment and to make any decisions regarding the needs of the child for this period.

William and Elizabeth will be in Europe on business for the dates listed above. They will not be able to provide medical treatment and see to the needs of their child during these time periods. Trusting in good faith, Jamie and Kimberly Harr, they allow temporary guardianship so they may make decisions regarding their child's care. The address of the hostel that the Smith’s will be stay in is 7890 Piccadilly Square, London, England. The phone number there is +44 20 8988 8300. Since London is five hours ahead of the United States, consideration must be made when calling.

The child's medical doctor is Jill Neff at McCarty Lane Pediatrics in Jackson. Their phone number is 740-286-5245. Adreauna’s dentist is Dr. Rebo at Rebo Health Professionals, and the phone number is 740-286-0989. A copy of this letter will be on file at both locations.

Sincerely,

William and Elizabeth Ford

By Andre Bradley